We consider limiting Gibbs states in the two-dimensional ferromagnetic Ising model at sufficiently low temperatures. We prove that every limiting Gibbs state corresponding to a boundary condition such that AT + /JV~<0<3/5 on every boundary is /r, where N+ is the number of up-spins on the boundary and N~ is that of down-spins. We also prove that for each 0>3/5, there exists a boundary condition such that 3/5 <CAf + /W~<$ on every boundary, and the limiting Gibbs state corresponding to this boundary condition § 1. Introduction It is conjectured in general that every Gibbs state is a convex com- 
one. Also at the symposium in Oberwolfach in October 1976, Messager and Miracle-Sole reported that the boundary condition with up-spins in the upper half plane and arbitrary spins in the lower one gives us a translationally invariant limiting Gibbs state.
In this paper, we will prove what we stated in the abstract. We will also show that if the boundary condition is periodic on every boundary with a period independent of the size of the box, and if N~~/N~<^6<^1
on every boundary, then we have pT as the limiting Gibbs state.
We will state our results in § 2 with the necessary preparation of notations which are used throughout the paper. In § 3 we will show a Py is also regarded as a probability measure on Q in the usual way.
Throughout this paper we consider V n = {x = (x\ x 2 } GEZ 2 ; -7^ + l<x^"<;^J f = l, 2}
and denote P; = P°n, S n =S Vn for simplicity. We put dV n =V n^\ which does not change the definition of P". We say that cO^S is periodic on dV n with the unit configuration a) if W appears repeatedly on the boundarj r dV n clockwise. There may remain less than p points on dV n , on which we let a) to be arbitrary (see Fig. 1 ). with a set of connected bonds of dual lattice L of Z 2 , which gives the separating lines between the regions of opposite spins (see Fig. 2 ) .
These separating lines form some connected graphs in L. When a vertex of L belongs to four bonds contained in one of the above graphs, we separate this graph at this point as in Fig. 3 . Then we obtain a collection C n (0", a)) of contours in (see Fig. 2 ) . Thus we have a one-to-one map from Q n into the set of all collections of contours in U n for each fixed a). 
Proof.
Let us fix ft)Gfi, ^>1, and yie0 n (co) arbitrarily. First, we will estimate the probability of the set {(T*EJ2 7l ; X ((J, a)) =yi}. Take any yi*e(5 n (co) such that \A*\=m n (ti)) . Let (7j be the element of J2 n
Then we can define a bijection T^^*: J2 W ->J2 n by
G(x) if ff(x) if x^D(A, A*),
where D (A 9 A*) = {x e Y n ; ^ (*)
Note that
for any GEi£} n such that A n (ff , tity = A. Hence we have
On the other hand, it is not hard to verify that
Hence combining (7) and (8), we have <Const. X 3 (4+e)n emn as for j9>/9(e) =---log 3, which proves the lemma. 2s § 4. Proof of Theorem I
We will begin this section with some definitions. Let n and A^0 n (u)) be given.
Definition 2. We say that pEzV n and q Ei Y n are ^-equivalent if
from p to q without crossing A.
Put R A (x} ={y^V n \y is ^-equivalent to x} for-reV"^ A contour AGE A is said to be a defining contour of R A (x) if /I separates ^ (j:) from a neighbouring region JR^ (y) .
The boundary QV V is decomposed into four natural sides; = jR^(0)\{j:e^(0);(r(x) = -l for all (TeJ2 n such that A n (ff, a)) =A} 9 we have (10) from FKG inequality.* We will show that A^_C n ifR A (Q) touches the plus boundary. Since A^0 2 n (a)), there exists a contour ^ from one side to the opposite side of U n \U n - 1 . If A has more than one such contours, then \A\>4n>Nn (o>) +»>w n (o)) +^z and so ^ie J? n -So we can assume that A has only one such contour L We can also assume without loss of generality that A is a contour from (w + f, hi) to ( -^ -J, A 2 ) such that the origin lies below A. In this case, note that UI>W1+ S max{o)(a:),0}+ E max { -a) (^) , 0} 
>N;((D) = 8n-N+((o')>5n>m n ((ji))+2n
and so A^X^ If RA($) touches two sides of 9V n , say AJ, and A as n->oo y which together with (9) and (11) n"-*oo
The above arguments apply to any x £E ^2, and hence we obtain (15) limP;((7(^) = -hl)=^-((T(j:) = +l), ^eZ 2 .
n->oo
The weak convergence of P% to /r follows from FKG inequality and Then it is easy to see that lim -N£ (o>) =d, and m n (a)) =3n (see Fig. 4 ).
n->oo 71
Let S n -{(JE:.@ n \ A n ((7, a)) contains contour /U s ( (7) shown by the same idea as in [9] . But for the completeness, we will
give here a sketch of a proof of (A. 1) by our method. We appeal to
Gallavotti's formula of representation of P% (8 
Proof.
We have Gallavotti's formula (cf. 
